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Not only that, it showed me what questions i should be asking myself each time I read something, even if I'm
not reading it for an assignment. This daybook entry was to be an analysis of a source that has a topic I may
think of as a plausible line of inquiry; it turned out to be my actual LOI. Just by doing that, it made me more
aware of the skills i use such a critical reading while i read and write. Through understanding this, it made my
blog flow better, easier to read, and feel more complete and articulate as a whole. Students should be
motivated by the outlandish or absurdly biased poorly researched essays to challenge the author with questions
in the margins of their essays. I read the article and processed it. Never before have i actually thought about
those kinds of things while I'm writing: now I'm just aware of it. It was very crucial to be able to fully analyze
the subject matter, in this text especially, because of the subject matter it was addressing. Anyway, one of
goals of critical reading was to be able to analyze my own works and and determine the value of the work. I
had to constantly think of the people I was writing to, and how i should write because of that. Reading a poem
should be like experiencing your own personal movie. Make sure that students have writing utensils ready. If
my critical reading skills had failed me here, my blog would have seemed very out of order and difficult to
understand. We don't think about it that often, but writing is very similar to joining a conversation. Daybook
mining The entry above is one of the later entries in my daybook. My entries just needed to flow. Never before
have I had to review works that I already completed, and determine what skills i used. Specifically i used it in
the blog post "why boost? Underline your favorite images, and make a short note about why you connect with
them. How well did they understand the second text? But what makes poetry hard to understand is that you are
zooming in to unpack the specific meaning of each word when you read it.


